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In our fast-paced and ever-
changing world, we are geared
to looking forward, not back.
But every modern achievement
is built on the past. Exactly 100
years ago, Clemson Extension
Service came into being through
the Smith-Lever Act, and we are
proud that South Carolina is
where this enormously valuable
service started.
Every county in our state
has benefited from Extension
Service. From 4-H to the
latest in agricultural practices,
consulting to testing, advice to
hands-on help, Extension agents
have been the backbone of
many farms in our state.
Like me, most farm kids grew
up showing dairy or beef cows,
raising sheep, or keeping flocks
of chickens as 4-H projects.
They learned valuable skills
not only about raising and
handling livestock, but in
keeping records.  Many a farmer
wouldn’t be in business today if
not for the lessons he—or she—
learned from 4-H and Extension
classes. Of course, my favorite
part of it was getting out of
school to go to a fair. 
Any time we had a problem
on the farm, we knew we could
call on our County Extension
Agent. Way back when, Dave
Howe would come and study our
situation, then go back and do
some research for us. Often he
could answer our questions on
the spot, but we knew we could
always count on him for help.
Good county agents seem like
members of the family. They get
to know crops, kids, and who
were the best cooks in town and
what time they ate lunch. They
never failed to be courteous and
genuinely concerned about our
welfare.  Many of them served
for decades, dedicating their
lives to helping farmers.
See 100 Years of Extension,
continued on page 8
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A large jovial crowd celebrated the
ground-breaking at the new Ruiz Foods Inc. plant in
Florence on July 15. The California-based company
is investing some $55 million in an East Coast
facility, and Florence officials turned out in droves
to welcome them. As part of the celebration,
Ruiz served samples of its El Monterey® and
Tornados® brand foods.
El Monterey® is the Number 1-selling frozen
Mexican food in the United States, and Tornados®
is one of the leading roller grill products in the U.S.
Combined annual sales for 2013 were $600 million.
Not only did the company purchase the former
Heinz plant just off I-95, but officials also broke
ground for a distribution warehouse expansion.
Production lines are scheduled to be up and running
in mid-2015.
Several family members of Ruiz Foods
(pronounced "reece"), including founder Fred Ruiz
and his daughter, Kim Ruiz Beck, had great things
to say about Florence. They plan to staff the new
site with local people, from the management team
on down to production workers.
When Fred Ruiz joined his father in business
50 years ago, he had no idea that their dream of
producing quality Mexican food would grow into
the largest brand in the country. "We are proud to
celebrate our 50th birthday with an expansion on
the East Coast," he said. "We have no idea what our
potential is from here."
Although the senior Ruiz is planning to retire this
year, the company remains in the family. He referred
to his son Matt as "a rising star," and his daughter
Kim is the chairman of the company. They employ
2,400 team members across the country.
Gov. Nikki Haley called the selection of Florence
"a perfect fit," and she promised that South Carolina
would be there to support them in any way possible.
"Your company so much reflects this community--
your values and your work ethic. We will wrap our
arms around you", she said.
California Based Company, Ruiz Foods,
Adds Plant in Florence
See Ruiz Foods Inc., continued on page 8
Commissioner’s School Winners
The SC Commissioner’s School for Agriculture gives high school students an inside look at various
college majors and related career options in agriculture and natural resources. This year 37 juniors
and seniors took part in academic projects, field tours and laboratory exercises at Clemson University
from July 19-25. Finalists of the discussion meet, which assessed the students’ ability to discuss
important agricultural topics, are (from left) Blair Horton, Rielly Craver, Taylor Cordavano, Abbee Carnes,
Leigh Fleming, and Brooke Feder. Brooke was the overall winner of the competition.
Aquaculture 
StERILE GRASS CARP,
12-14in, $11ea. Perry Price;
Lexington; 803-356-3403
BREAM, 1-8in, 35¢-$1.50;
Bass, $1.50; Catfish, 50¢; Shad,
$30/lb; Grass Carp, $13; Crappie,
$2; more; p/u or del. Derek Long;
Newberry; 803-276-2070
POND StOCkING FISH,
Tilapia, Red Breast, 40¢ea;
Mosquito fish, $20/100; Sterile
Carp, 8-10in, $12ea; 12in+,
$14ea, more. C Chappell;
Richland; 803-776-4923
Cattle
REG BuLL, 2y/o, Sarratt's Sine
to Yon Burgess, $2200; 1 comm
bull, Sine Yon 8783, 3y/o, $2000;
comm bull, more, $1800. Paul
Kicidis; Union; 864-429-6112
SEMANG HEIFERS, wormed,
vac, on feed, $1250up. Wayne
Garber; Laurens; 864-923-0581
BRAuNVIEH, heifers & bull
calves, 6m/o, $1100up, good
b'lines. Mike Kelly; Anderson;
864-934-6658
5 REG BLk ANG BuLLS,
22m/o, sired by Yon Traveler
S224, Yon Legend W642, calving
ease, growth EPDs, BSE
tested $2500up. Bobby Baker;
Lancaster; 803-285-7732
BLk ANG BuLL, almost 2y/o,
wormed, healthy, $2500; full
blk Ang, papers avail for add
cost. Brian McGee; Lexington;
803-240-6228
2 JERSEY BuLLS, 8m/o, $500;
12m/o, $800, both dehorned, AI
sired, docile. R Turner; Orangeburg;
803-662-0387
10 COMM MAtuRE COWS,
8 w/½Simm calves, easy to breed
& calve, $2500. Bill Harris;
Chester; 865-567-1252
GuERNSEY MILk COW,
12y/o, gentle, needs to be
refreshed, can milk, $800. Cody
Fields; Edgefield; 803-640-9354
RED POLL BuLL, 3y/o, exc
b'lines, can be registered for addl
fee, $2500. Mike Buck; Saluda;
864-445-7399
5 REG BLk ANG BuLLS,
7-12m/o, $1100-1500, 425-610lbs,
low BW, exc b'lines, sired by Yon
Legend U583, shots, wormed,
gentle. Don Copeland; Laurens;
864-833-3528
REG RED ANG BuLLS,
9-11m/o, $1200-1500; Dakota
Copper b'line; Paul Blackwell;
York; 803-417-3336
SIMM, SimAng & Ang Yrlg
Bulls, AI sired by the breeds
top sires, $2800up; select
2y/o, $3500up, breds & opens,
$2500up. Benji Hunter; Laurens;
864-981-2200
2 REG HEREFORD YRLINGS
BuLLS, w/exc b'lines, EPD,
disposition,  $1800ea. Donnie
King; Greenville; 864-885-2119
REG MINI HEREFORDS,
bred cow, $4500; heifer
calf, $2500, gentle, exc feed
conversion, mature 40-42in at
hip, can del. Sybil Davis; Aiken;
803-226-4600
REG BLk ANG BuLL, low
BW, good pedigree, $2500;
1000lb steer blk Ang, $1500, can
separate. Danny Brown; Aiken;
803-508-4520
SCOtCH HIGHLAND F
CALVES, B-3/14, exc b'lines,
$1000ea. Wayne Krause;
Greenville; 864-385-4583
5 BWF COWS, from reg
Herefrd & Ang, 3-5y/o, to calf
12/14, 2½y/o Ang bull, $2200ea.
Terry Gibert; Greenwood;
864-993-4212
REG ANG BuLL, B-1/22/10,
Famoda Kore, SAF Connection
son, gentle, used 2yrs, $2750.
Jim Blackwell; Greenville;
864-617-3344
5 REG BLk ANG BuLLS,
20-22m/o, $2500up, 1200-1500lb,
vac, wormed, ready, BSE
guaranteed. Marc Renwick;
Newberry; 803-271-8691
DEXtER BuLL, blk, polled,
8mo, ADCA reg; ready for
service, $1200. Brenda Gallman;
Newberry; 803-924-2042
REG IRISH DEXtER BuLL,
B-6/29/11, blk w/horns, $1000.
John Lollis; Lee; 803-236-3200
BLk SIMM BuLL, PB, 4-5y/o,
good dispo, $2500, will take yng
Simm bull on partial trade for
rotation purposes. David Wilson;
Greenville; 864-303-3286
BuLL, full wht face, 2½y/o,
gentle, $2000, Jimmy Pruitt;
Union; 864-674-6538
REG BLk ANG CAttLE,
mature bred cows, bred & open
heifers, AI exposed, $2000up. Keith
Hawkins; York; 803-230-1598
POLLED HEREFORD HEIFERS,
reg, y/o, grass raised, $1200up,
bull prospects, $1850up. Derze
Keese; Oconee; 864-324-3268
REG BLk ANG BuLLS,
15-20m/o, AI sired by Connealy
Leader AAA 15148659 &
Thunder AAA 15148659, calving
ease, $2500up. Rick Outen;
Chesterfield; 843-634-6008
RED ANG BuLL, pasture
raised, 500lb, 6½m/o, $900. Larry
Gunter; Lexington; 803-532-7394
HEREFORD/DEVON, 2yr bull
or cow calf, 3m/o prs, $1500ea;
15m/o bulls or cows, $900ea;
$8500 for all 10. JD Justice;
Cherokee; 864-621-9171
BLk ANGuS BuLL, B-Mar
'12, $2100. Jerry Carpenter; York;
803-627-1225
3 REG ANG HEIFERS, 9m/o,
AI sired by Yon Future Focus &
Natural sired by son of New
Design 036. $1500ea or $4200
for 3. Lynn Shealy; Lexington;
803-345-9196
DEXtER BuLL, red, polled,
3y/o, $2000; various Dexter cows
& cow/calf prs, $800-1500. Domer
Ridings; Saluda; 864-554-0668
BLk ANG BuLL, reg, 3½y/o,
EPDs, $3500. Robert Hurley;
Laurens; 864-981-5352
½CHAROLAIS ½SENEPOL
BuLL, 20m/o, gentle, good for
breading heifers, $1600. Tommy
Riley; Saluda; 864-445-8753
REG ANG BuLLS, 21m/o, low
BW, all shots, more, sired by AI
son of Kansas bred Gar New Mkt,
$2250, del avail. Hugh Knight;
Orangeburg; 803-539-4674
Dogs
A copy of current Rabies
Vaccination Certificate
signed by a licensed
veterinarian must be
presented with the ad for
dogs 12 weeks or older.
Dogs under 12 weeks
must include date of birth.
Dog kennel/breeder ads
are not accepted. Only
dogs-for-sale notices will
be published. Dog notices
are lower priority and
will be published as space
permits.
CkC SHIH tZuS, B-5/21, 3F,
2M, $350ea. Jeff Rawl; Richland;
803-622-7435
AuStRALIAN BLuE, Red
Heelers, M/F, B-6/08, will have




ready 8/14, vet check, 1st
shots, $200 w/$25 non-refundable




2M $100ea, 6F $125ea.
Julie Austin; Spartanburg;
864-436-5513
AkC LABS, 9w/o, blk,




sable & white, 2M, 1F, 1st
shots, dewormed, $400. Janet
Brown; Newberry; 803-924-0871
CkC GREAt PYRENEES,




blk w/saddles & ticked, tails
docked, dew claws removed,
$275. William Osborne; Union;
864-426-2736
AuSt SHEPS, B-6/13, $375,
blue merle & blk tris, M/F,




AKC reg, B-5/10, 6 F, 2 M,
$200ea. Steve Ard; Aiken;
803-603-0642
GREAt PYRENEES, B-6/12,
$150. Neil Cox; Williamsburg;
843-373-0231
3 M BORDER COLLIES,
B-5/24, ABCA reg, $400. Harold
Lewis; Union; 864-545-2184
CkC BOXERS, B-6/22, ready
8/4, tails docked, shots, wormed,
5F, 2M, $300-350. Doug Skipper;
Horry; 843-421-6373
RAt tERR, UKC reg, y/o,
M/F, $125ea, shots UTD,
l/w color. Jacky Whitaker; York;
803-925-2129
AIREDALE tERRIERS,
AKC, 2M, 3y/o, $500ea. Traci
Watts; Lexington; 803-240-7443
LABS, AKC, B-6/1, choc &




Ads may not be submitted
by commercial dealers.
Each ad submission must
include the following
signed statement: “this
farm  equipment and/or
farm truck was used on
my farm or  I am not a
commercial dealer.” All
Farm truck ads must
include a current farm
vehicle license plate
number.
10IN SuNFLOWER NO tILL
DRILL, 7½in row spacing,
GC, $11,000; 5100 Case IH
Drill, EC, $4500; both shed
kept. Buck Riley; Saluda;
864-942-2653
JD 60, runs good, $2700; FA H,
for parts, $400; JD A, parts or
whole, $600. Dave Frick;
Lexington; 803-920-7438
FRt END LDR, JD Model 300
X, LN, used few hrs, fits on
JD 4200, will fit other JD models,
$2800. Al Glenn; Pickens;
864-423-3716
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tRACtOR IMPLEMENtS,
$35-250. Leonard Moore; Union;
864-674-5648
HAY tEDDER, pull type, hyd
fold, 17ftW, 4whls, used little,
$2800. Jimmie Boland; Saluda;
864-445-2621
HD BOX SCRAPE, 73in, 3ph,
$500; 30in dirt mover scoop
pan, $300. Creswell Harley;
Spartanburg; 864-599-1379
HESStON 530 RND BALER,
shed kept, 4x4, $4000obo;
IH F966, w/frt end ldr, new
rear tires, alt & starter, $6000;
more. Jamie Bowman; Chester;
803-242-2712
MF 593, 4WD, w/canopy,
1600hrs, 89hp, $19,500. Adam
Truesdale; York; 803-374-7886
NH SQ BALER, Model 575,
EC, $12,000, will entertain an
offer. Tim Helms; Clarendon;
843-222-1897
LAND PRIDE NO-tIL
DRILL, model 606nt, 7½
spacing w/lrg & sm seed
box wght mounts, scraper,
more, 3pt, EC, $13,500.
Louis Tumbleston; Charleston;
843-371-0708
CREEP FEEDER, Bradley 3ton
on whls, w/calf feeder panels,
$1900. Billy Sowell; Lancaster;
803-804-3599
FORD 1510 tRACtOR, was
running, block cracked, FC,
rebuild/use for parts, $1500,
can del $100 w/in 50mis of
Chas. John Brady; Charleston;
843-906-6566
AGRI-FAB tOW BEHIND
tILLER, 3ft, 900 ser, B&S
engine, $400. Paul Jones;
Spartanburg; 864-978-0617
JD 466 RND BALER,
$10,000; Vicon 1050, 8whl rake,
$3000; Vicon 51156 4whl folding
tedder, $1000; NH 575 sq baler,
$4000. Garry Lamb; Jasper;
803-584-6438
1460 IH COMBINE, rear axle
assembly, 1 new tire, 12.4-16,
$800. Buddy Hiers; Hampton;
803-943-6609
DEARBORN 14-15 MOWER,
$500; Ford 706 scoop pan,
$400; 6ft scrape blade, $350;
Covington planter w/cult, $600;
more. Bruce Smith; Anderson;
864-261-8748
'97 BOBCAt 773 SkID
StEER, newly rebuilt eng, by
certified mechanic, smooth or
tooth bucket, 1966hrs, $9900firm.
Thomas Clarke; Anderson;
864-303-5789
NH HAY tEDDER, hyd fold
up, 4 basket, EC, $3000; hay
wagon, 24ft, new 10ply tires, EC,
$1200. M Plyler; Chesterfield;
704-291-0119
MF 40B BACkHOE, GC,
new starter & battery, starts &
runs good, $5000. Duane Fink;
Lexington; 803-917-3250
1466 IH tRACtOR, GC,
$8000; 16ft Athens hvy
disc, $1800. Branson Tisdale;
Williamsburg; 843-356-0319
'11 kIOtI Ck30 tRACtOR,
4wd dsl w/ldr & backhoe,
550hrs, $19,500. Gerald Pelletier;
Sumter; 803-795-9166
'11 BROWN PAStuRE
AERAtOR, 12ft, pull type, LN,
$5650. Will Anderson; Anderson;
864-617-5366
LOW BOY tRL, 6.5x16ft, built
w/hvy metal, $650; 20ft cattle trl,
$3100. David Martin; Laurens;
864-682-3395
JD HX10 BuSH HOG,
10ft, shed stored, EC, $6000firm;
box blade, 8ft, HD, $400;
agriculture rake, 8ft, more, $400;
more. Jim Smith; Edgefield;
803-480-2980
GROVE StEVEDORE 4000
CRANE, 2ton cap, carry deck,
dsl eng, hydrostatic travel, $6500,
make cash offer. Brian Rikard;
Oconee; 706-491-1111
FORD BACkHOE BuCkEt,
16in, $500obo; 3 bottom plow,
$400; '79 S1624 Int flatbed
dump, $7500obo. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-427-4419
'01 FORD F-250, extend-a cab,
a/c, elec windows & locks, 4x4,
w/Knapheide service body,
$9500. Ronnie Murphy; Fairfield;
803-600-6623
MF SICkLE, 7ft 3ph,
$550. Bobby Cash; Cherokee;
864-621-6057
JD 6000 HI CYCLE
SPRAYER, GC, rebuilt injector
pump, set up for 38in rows,
$9000neg. Todd Goff; Lexington;
803-210-6268
'11 JD 5095M tRACtOR,
700hrs, w/all amenities except
cab, w/new 553 ldr, $45k.
William McClellan; Anderson;
864-847-7900
444 CORN HEAD, $2000obo;
7100 maxi-emerge plate less
planters, $2800; 200gal John Blue
applicator, $1200. Oneil Ward;
Clarendon; 803-460-9540
BuSH HOG, 8ft, 3ph rotary
cutter, hd model 3008, chains
frt & rear, used little, $4700.
Jim Wannamaker; Lexington;
803-920-8485
NH HAY BINE, 7ft w/stub
guards, hyd cyl & hoses,
$1650. Melvin Barr; Pickens;
864-360-5176
8 3 0  C At E R P I L L A R
BuLLDOZER, 325hp, w/lrg
t i r e s  &  p a n ,  $ 1 5 , 0 0 0 .
E  Wig i n g t o n ;  And e r s o n ;
864-859-2692
BIGHAM BROS PARAtILL, 4
shanks, $5000. Jeffrey Anderson;
Richland; 803-446-8054
'50 8N, compl org, $6000.
Thomas Jordan; Charleston;
843-928-3618
'60 FORD 601 WORkMAStER,
rebuilt engine, new paint, parts &
tires, w/box scrape, disc & bush
hog, $5250. Doug Love; Chester;
803-444-1411
GLEANER M COMBINE,
variable spd drive, feeder house
& header damaged & separated




PLANtERS, late model, GC,
1sq hopper, 2 rnd, w/some plates,
$300; 3pt chisel plow, 3ph, $900.
Joseph Wingard; Orangeburg;
803-837-0194
tRL, from 50's Chevy short bed,
rusty, needs tires, no fenders,
good rear end & tongue or for trl,
$250. Jim Atkinson; Pickens;
864-506-9023
SuNDOWNER 3H SLANt
tRL, GN, 8ft dressing rm, mid &
rear tack, ramp, GC, $13,500.
Irene Alderman; Orangeburg;
803-308-4911
2R MF 39 PLANtER, w/fert
hopper, EC, $1800. Kenny
Winburn; Horry; 843-254-7935
SkID LDR AttACHMENtS,
pallet fork, buckets, grapple
fork, bush hog, trencher, tree
puller, frt digger, $475-3900.
Barnabas Zsigmond; Spartanburg;
864-680-8747
SCRAPE BLADE, 70-07 Bush
Hog brand, GC, $800. Bolan M;
Richland; 864-494-7643
850 MASSEY COMBINE,
w/4 & 6r corn headers, 12 & 18ft
platform headers, manuals,
spare parts, more, $12,000 all.
David Earley; Orangeburg;
803-534-3689
'75 HuBER F-1700 MOtOR
GRADER, runs good, w/Detroit
dsl 6V-53 engine, mechanically
sound, 13ft 10in blade, $7350obo.
Judson Decell; Lexington;
803-731-1234
CHISEL PLOW, King 7 shank,
w/gauge whls, $700. Joe Smith;
Horry; 843-358-3481
JD 8300 GRAIN DRILL,
10ftW, 18 single disk drag
chains, $2000. Davey Whitfield;
Anderson; 864-617-4849
AuGER, w/9 & 6in bits, $600;
5ft aerator, $250; 7ft root
& rock rake, $300, all 3ph.
Bruce Starnes; Chesterfield;
843-672-5823
'13 SHADOW 613Stk 2SL
BP H tRL, used 2x, elec
brakes, drsg/tack rm, alum,
$8800. Kim Reardon; Union;
864-466-5967
INt 510 GRAIN DRILL,




BLADE, 4ft, 3ph, $275.
Larry Horton; Spartanburg;
864-472-2772
'52 8N FORD tRACtOR, all
orig, straight sheet metal, good
motor & hyd system, VGC,
$3000. Kent Ricard; Lexington;
803-892-2838
2H tRL, w/divider, frt storage
under manger, escape door, GC,
$800. Nathan Kanagy; Barnwell;
803-300-1502
8Ft 1396 FRONtIER
HARROW, 20 discs slotted,
used 3x; 6ft 296 Bush Hog
brand bush hog, used 2x; both
LN, $2500ea. Doug Raybon;
Lexington; 803-513-2579
'49 MH 22 RC, $3300; '52 MM
ZAU RC, $3200; both run,
repainted, straight sheet metal,
no 3pt. Jeff Jackson; Pickens;
864-704-3466
JD 690ELC EXCAVAtOR,
22 ton machine, 80%
undercarriage, 48in dirt bucket,
36in V-bucket, 2900hrs, more.
$48,000. Trent Porth; Lexington;
803-413-8065
MAHINDRA 3015, 394hrs,
4wd, shuttle shift w/Land
Pride mower & dirt dog harrow,
$7500. Stan Abernatty; Abbeville;
864-871-2598
JD 2950 tRACtOR, 3200hrs
2wd, cab air, EC, 85hp, new upl
kit, $19,500. Keith Moon;
Anderson; 864-617-6970
JD 5020, dual whls, 3ph,
$10,500. William Mitchell;
Charleston; 843-559-0089
utILItY tRL, 6x12ft, 18in
sides, wood floor, 3 new 15in
tires, 8 tie downs w/alum
toolbox, $1250. Cornelius Clark;
Berkeley; 843-761-2343
uNDERCARRIAGE, for
Fiat-Alis 80%. Berco 7in pitch,
bushings nvr turned, rollers,
more, $2000. Andrew Shealy;
Spartanburg; 864-621-6001
FORD 3600 tRACtOR,
3cyl, dsl, PS, runs good, 2900hr,
w/5ft bush hog, $7250 all or sell
sep. Roger Taylor; Spartanburg;
864-969-2091
900 NH SILAGE HARVEStER,
3r narrow head, 5ft p-up head,
$4000 all. Karen Long;
Newberry; 803-924-1248.
ROtARY tILLER, Value
Leader, FM 105, 3ph, PTO
tiller, 41inW, EC, $915. David
Smith; Aiken; 803-215-2509
JD 950-D, QD FEL, PS,
recent paint & ag tires, $7200,
prefer trade for lrgr FEL




DRILL, w/no till coulter cart, 7½
spacing row markers, GC,
$12,000obo. Bill Timmons;
Florence; 843-307-3414
JD MODEL 60, narrow frt end,
PS, RollaMatic, hyd remotes,
3ph, F-GC, $3000. Keith
Hawkins; York; 803-230-1598
'67 5020 JD tRACtOR,
needs restoring, good metal &
tires, $4000. Sammy Derrick;
Lexington; 803-582-8972
kMC 7 SHANk NOtILL
VRIPPER, late model, EC,
$4000; Oliver 56 blade fold
up disc harrow, EC, $1500.
Jeffrey Gilmore; Chesterfield;
843-517-0315
FORD tRACtOR 445C, dsl,
frt end ldr, PS, $5500; JD tractor
1010, dsl, row crop, 3ph, PTO,
$3500. Albert Collins; Barnwell;
803-259-5639
JD MOCO 915, disc
cutter/cond, field ready, shed
kept, cuts good, used this season,
$7900. Verne Caughman;
Lexington; 803-532-5442
3 AXLE tAGALONG tRL,
w/6ft ramps, 6ft tongue, 4ft
beaver tail, 16ft level deck,
$2200; 8ftx49ft van trl, $1600;
more. Rose Murphy; Fairfield;
803-337-3697
M FA, $3800; trl, $1250.
Mark Miller; Georgetown;
843-240-2306
DEANBORN 2 PuLL tuRN
PLOW, IO-16I, GC, needs
60-70hp tractor to pull it, $250.
John Blanton; Cherokee;
864-489-4362
JD 450C 6WAY DOZER,
runs good, needs trans work,
$6600. David Wilson; Greenville;
864-303-3286
'07 MF 543 tRACtOR, dsl,




tANk, John Blue, 300gal,
w/mixer in tank, field ready,
$3200. Gary Wright; York;
803-684-3834
SEARS SuBuRBAN
tRACtOR, w/turn plow, scrape
blade, push blade, 3ph, more,
$1700 or trade for Power King
tractor. Thomas Waters; Colleton;
843-696-6627
'72 CHEVY C-50, 24,000
GVW, custom 350, twin cycle
dump w/body, $1750, more
equip. Malcolm Rawls; Aiken;
803-564-5435
8Ft HYD SCRAPE BLADE,
LN, $3000; Kubota L3400,
ldr, $16500; Kubota BX2660,
ldr, HST, LN, $12,400;
more. Jamie George; Dillon;
843-616-1891
7 SHANk CHISEL PLOW,
GC, $650. Harry Cameron;
Williamsburg; 843-221-7614
801 POWER MAStER
tRACtOR, 40hp w/5 shanks
plow, $3000. Wayman Coleman;
Abbeville; 864-446-2885
JD 4020, w/110 harrow partially
restored, $15,000; fuel tank,
500gal, pump & trl, $1000,
more. Gene Bolen; Barnwell;
803-266-4363
SWIVEL SCRAPE BLADE,
5ft hvy duty adjust 10170,
new, $400obo. Steven Richman;
Charleston; 843-559-1894
GRAVItY WAGON, Parker
165, $1400obo; JD 454 row
crop header, 4rw, $1200obo.
Drake Kinley; Anderson;
864-353-9628
AG CRANE, 2 ton fork
cap, 9000# lift cap, 3ph, EC,
$1875. J Gallagher; Allendale;
803-686-0694
JD CuRVED COIL SHANk
SCARIFY PLOW, $325; Ford
6ft scrape blade, $225; King 12
blade disc, $400; 16 blade disc,
$600. Oscar Branham; Kershaw;
803-438-1873
JD 820, $4000; JD 2240, $6000;
JD 5403, $9000. Jimmy Forrest;
Saluda; 803-685-7735
'47 FORD 2N tRACtOR,
restored, $4000, 2 used 16.9-30
rear tractor tires/tubes, still on
tractor, $450. Marty Black;
Lexington; 803-894-5311
FORD SCRAPE BLADE,
model 19-205, 6ft tilts, rotates &
angles, $300; 9ft orchard harrow,
$350. L Gunter; Lexington;
803-532-7394
PNut COMBINE, Colombo
dual rotor, axial flow threshing,
vacuum cleaning sys, conveyor
elev, swivel gear box, 6r,
$100,000. Ray Faulk; Marion;
843-431-6845
PONDEROSA 2H tRL, full
LQ, walk-through door to horse
area, shower, refrigerator, AC,
more. $4500. Meaghan Morris;
Greenville; 864-469-3353
5Ft FORD FINISH MOWER,
EC, new blades,$350. Brian
Stewart; Pickens; 864-508-6760
HAMMER MILL, run off
110V, $500. Levern Epps; Lee;
803-236-4437
6Ft FIELD GENERAL BuSH
HOG, $350. Richard Eaton;
Laurens; 803-276-7367
JD 9965, 4R cotton picker, field
ready 2yrs ago, in Elloree,
$17,500. John McLaurin;
Calhoun; 803-308-2333
504 INt, dsl, good tires,
$1500cash, PS needs work, looks
ok. Albert McDonald; Fairfield;
803-635-1146
JD 2440, 60hp, canopy, whl
weights, $8800; 20ft GN brand
cattle trl, $4500. Robert Hurley;
Laurens; 864-981-5352
JD GRAIN DRILL, w/openers,
$800; NI 1r corn picker, $1800;
165 MF tractor, w/ldr $3500;
6in x 30ft auger, $700;
more. Ray Strock; Orangeburg;
803-664-0963
BuCkEt HAY SPEAR
MOVER, new, 48in spear,
2000lb, $175; trl mover, 3ph,
$160, both hvy duty & fits
all tractors; more. V Felkel;
Orangeburg; 912-682-5813
9976 COttON PICkER, 2234
fan hrs, $75,000; 3h SL GN
H trl, $4500; row markers, 8r
chicken wing type, $3200.
Danny McAlhaney; Bamberg;
803-245-9649
'48 FA-C, w/Woods 6ft belly
mower, Steiner, 3ph, full set cult,
EC, $3500; FA Cub 1ph scoop
pan, $200. R Yonce; Aiken;
803-685-7240
MF 235 tRACtOR, GC,
$4500; Bush Hog, post hole
auger w/hyd down pressure,
$1300. Larry Satcher; Edgefield;
803-275-2137
SIDE DEL HAY RAkE, David
Bradley, FC, $150. Bill Jeffcoat;
Lexington; 803-794-3062
kuBOtA 1750, hydrostat,
2wd, 60in belly mower,
$7800obo; 2H trl, tag-a-long,
extra height, EC, $2500.
Jonathan Langston; Pickens;
864-918-0231
480F CASE LDR tRACtOR,
4n1 bucket, cab, GC, $7500 or
trade; Barke 160B ldr, $8500 or
trade. Don Bowman; Anderson;
864-617-7253
HuDSON 20tON tRL, $4900;
4r spring tooth cult, $650;
Carryall box, $75; Hardee
sprayer, $175; more. Jack
Burnett; Union; 864-426-2189
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Farm Labor
FENCES BuILt, to your specs,
statewide, free est. Bruce Thomas;
Dorchester; 843-563-4373
LAND CLEARING, grading,
build ponds, food plots, wildlife
mgmt, build roads, septic tanks.
Matthew Johnson; Newberry;
864-923-5455




20+yrs exp, full training facility
w/covered arena, new jump




invasive, aquatic, forestry &
agriculture applications, dozer
clearing & grading needs. Joel
Cox; Spartanburg; 864-706-1495
NEED SOMEONE tO Cut
HAY, 60A, limed, fert, will split
half & half. Johnny Hickey;
Chesterfield; 843-537-7535
tRACtOR REPAIR, service,
complete restorations, paint, parts
for JD, MF, FA & Ford tractors,
cab foam kits, more. David Moss;
Spartanburg; 864-680-4004
LAND CLEARING, food plots,
fire breaks, pond repairs, all types,
tractor work. Mike Sabbagha;
Lexington; 803-730-5172
WILL Cut, rake & bale your
hay, w/in 50 mis of Barnwell,
$14/bale, 35 bale min. Tom
Smothers; Barnwell; 803-300-7599
StAtEWIDE FENCER,
specializing in NZ Hi Tensil elec,
hog wire, barb etc, hyd post
driver, 25yrs exp. Richard Crow;
Greenwood; 864-554-1107
HAuLING SERVICE, tractor
trl load quantities, need shavings,
grain, mulch or chicken litter
hauled, call for est. Michael Wise;
Newberry; 803-271-4215
tRACtOR REPAIR, general




install/repair barb wire, Hi tensile,
wire, privacy, board fence,
grading, trenching, free est. James
Lang; Laurens; 864-444-3038
tRACtOR REStORAtION,
paint, pressure wash, farm/hvy
equip mechanic repair, welding,
fabrication work, more. Billy
Gallman; Newberry; 803-276-7171
CB & tIFtON 44, custom
plant w/Bermuda King 4r planter,
30yrs exp, sprigs avail, $1.75/bu.
Eddie Adams; Darlington;
843-332-0891
FARM EQuIP & tRACtOR
WORk, parts, 25yrs exper. Jack
Shelton; Richland; 803-736-9820
PAStuRE MGMt SERVICES,
spray weeds, treat fire ants
in livestock pastures, licensed
applicator, spread lime &
fert. Kenny Mullis; Richland;
803-331-6612
FENCES BuILt OR REPAIRED,
all kinds, reasonable prices, will
consider dist. Jimmie Koon;
Saluda; 864-445-7658
HORSE BOARDING, lrg
pasture, pond, hay storage,
feed/tack rm, rnd pen, $125/mo &
up. Teresa Kerns; Kershaw;
803-786-5300
BARNS, hay or custom, built to
your needs, equip sheds, animal
shelters, working pens, all pasture
type fences, more. Chad Malone;
York; 803-230-3827
SkID LDR WORk, 40yrs
fencing exper, all types of farm,
ranch fencing, feed lots &
catch pens. Charles Mullinax;
Anderson; 864-958-0721




hvy brush & trees up to 6in,
shooting lanes, etc, skid steer on
tracks, references avail. Pat Blue;
York; 803-242-0095
tRACtOR WORk, all types,
back hoe, frt end ldr, bush
hogging, plowing, etc. Steve Jones;
Spartanburg; 864-583-7027
tRANSPORt, horse/cattle,
in/out of state; horse boarding,
62A, trails, barn, feed, $300ea mo;
fences built, repaired, more. Ed
Lowther; Jasper; 843-726-8373
CuStOM PLANt BERMuDA
SPRIGS, on your land w/Bermuda
King row planter, statewide, more,
Tiffton 44 & 85 avail. Johnnie
Burkett; Aiken; 803-924-3774
tRACkHOE WORk, w/hvy
brush cutter, trim back brush
on field edges, cut ditches,





must have previous exper
handling horses, drive tractors,
more. Amy Goudelock; Pickens;
864-898-0043
DOZER & tRACk HOE
WORk, build & repair ponds,
demolition, tree removal, grade &
clear land, repair rds, free est. J
Hughes; Greenwood; 864-227-8257
LEXCO tACk CLEANING,
leather bridles, saddles, harness,
more, clean only, no repairs,




penned, freeze branding &
hauling, find & catch wild
cattle, mobile hvy catch pens,
more. Brian Gibert; Greenwood;
864-980-6408
CAttLE CAuGHt, hauled,
penned, any custom cow





more, free est. Rafael Ruiz;
Orangeburg; 803-682-2374
SPREAD SERVICES, custom
lime & fert, TN valley lime del &
spread, lrg/sm acreage, more, call
for est. Joshua Waters; Lexington;
803-429-6114
NEED FARM HELP, in
Edgemoor, mowing, fencing,
clearing & shed construction, call
for details. Jeff Harris; Chester;
803-789-0259
BuSH HOGGING, various
light tractor work, mulching,
spreading, scraping, yard maint,
etc, call for info/free est. Cary
Cox; Greenville; 864-918-1691
tRACtOR & EQuIP REPAIR,
reasonable rates, guaranteed work




in bulk Tenn lime, call for
prices. Drake Kinley; Anderson;
864-353-9628
BERMuDA GRASS SPRIGS,
plant w/8ft Bermuda King
grass planters, w/3000lb roller,
Coastal, Tifton 85 & Russell;
more. J Gallagher; Allendale;
803-686-0694
PEACHtREE StABLES, 44
stalls, 2 tack rms, 2 feed rms,
short or long term, $1200/mo;
$10,000/yr. Jimmy Forrest;
Edgefield; 803-685-7735




Ads for each tract must
be 5 acres or more,




“this Acreage/Land is my
personal property”. Ads
from real estate agents
are not accepted, unless
property is personally
owned. 
213A+/-, 1mi frtg on Little River
at Keowee Rd, ample game,
planted pine, open pasture, more,
$2450/A. Vandy Price; Abbeville;
864-369-0923
WOODED, 10A & 6A parcels,
on paved Woodland & Poplar
Rds, $2500/A; 28A, pasture,
w/4000sf barn, shop, more,
$84,500. Dee Norwood;
Barnwell; 803-541-2521
109A, wooded, 35+ cultivated,
hdwd creek bottom, trophy




104A, 2 ponds, 2/3 pasture,
1/3timber, all fenced, house, barns
, rd frontage on 2 sides, $2800/A.
Bob Templeton; Greenwood;
864-223-4677
152A, off Hwy 39 on Span Rd
across from Good Hope Church,
$2600/A. Marvin Anderson;
Saluda; 864-451-3256
16+A, Greenville Co, Moonville,
off Hwy 25, hdwds,
$5000/A. James Howard;
Oconee; 864-979-9441
60A DOVE FIELD, for lease,
corn, pnuts, sunflowers, brown
top millet, $15,000. Ken Griffith;
Orangeburg; 803-860-1744
104A, good grass, fences need
repair, $3000/A. Leonard Moore;
Union; 864-674-5648
46.3A, Snelling area, Barnwell
Co, good hunting property
w/pond site, wooded, good rd sys,
$78,000obo. Brad Burt; Barnwell;
803-671-2086
70A, for lease, fenced pasture
w/flowing shoals/creek along
property, pond for water for
livestock, more. Tammy Hodge;
Oconee; 803-983-5041
54.68A, 8-10y/o planted pine,
hdwd, creek, food plots, deer
feeder, rd system, wildlife,
$2400/A. Steve Cooper; Saluda;
864-809-0369
17.22A, hdwd, sm pond,
w/frtage on Scotts Ferry Rd,
$50,000. Kenneth Thomas;
Greenwood; 864-207-0075
88+A, upper Richland Co, 5mis
of I-77 & I-20, wooded, poss
owner fin, $6000/A. Margaret
Ebener; Richland; 803-532-6396
150A, swamp tract Sumter Co,
ducks, deer, turkeys, $75k; 12A,
4y/o pines, oaks on edge,
$27,500. Carl Gulledge; Calhoun;
803-530-8885
15.5A, bottom land, fences, cross
fences; river frtage; rd frtage,




59A CAttLE FARM, stocked
fishing pond, fenced/cross
fenced,  30x50 workshop, 2100sf,
3bd/2bt, $429,500. Kyle Watkins;
Abbeville; 864-940-9087
5+A, w/50y/o pine & hdwd
timber, gas, water, elec
avail, $26,000. Linda Haynie;
Anderson; 964-226-0906
100+-A, Old Swamp Rd, 20min
of Columbia, timber, power line,
deer, turkey, dove hunting,
$1875/A. Joel Grubb; Calhoun;
803-874-2046
100A, wooded, 1 mi frtage along
Congaree Creek, 10 min of
Columbia, power line r/w, hunt-
ing, fishing, $2900/A. Hank
Mabry; Lexington; 803-730-4915
55+A, near Erskine College,
fenced, cross fenced, barns, creek,
3bd/2ba w/guesthouse, long
driveway, $469,999. Farha Ali;
Abbeville; 864-379-8123
83A, block bldg, barn,
timber, pasture, garden, hunting,
creek, pond, 2 homes, $549K.
Margaret Leslie; Spartanburg;
864-969-3101
30A FARM, fenced pastures,
2000sf cabin, 4 stall horse barn,
900sf metal shop bldg, equip stor-
age bldgs, more, $359K. Larry
Couch; Oconee; 864-314-6136
103A, Hwy 252 2mis of Hwy 25,
spring fed creek, pines w/hdwds,
$2250/A. Tod Hensley; Laurens;
864-979-4669
21A, on Lake Russell, wooded,
exc hunting, poss owner fin,
$130,000. Shirley Huston;
Abbeville; 803-917-9665
280A, will subdivide to 140A,
public water, $2800/A; 143A,
Cross Hill, pine & hdwd, more,
$2600/A. Andy Parnell; Laurens;
864-360-1370
204A, Abbeville Co, Hwy 28, all
pasture fenced & cross fenced, 2
ponds, barn, $4000/A obo. Phil
Hiott; Anderson; 864-617-5454
217A, 25 mi W of Summerville,
good hunting tract, interior rd
system, diff stages of timber
growth, $2150/A. Carroll Griffin;
Colleton; 843-635-3042
177A, northern Laurens Co,
w/86A pasture, 3 ponds, creek,
well, 4150ft rd frtage, $3800/A.
Charles Waldrep; Laurens;
864-969-2700
WANt tO LEASE, land to
manage for trophy whitetails,
QDMA Deer Stewart 2, will work
w/landowner to improve value,
more. Ray Sealey; Clarendon;
843-409-1717
tIMBERLAND, hunting; 35A,
$1200/A; 90A, $1500/A; 23A,
$1900/A, possible fin. Jerry
Waters; Edgefield; 803-648-0310
WANt tO LEASE, hunting
land, Greenville, Pickens & N
Anderson Co, will protect,
maintain, improve land w/food
plots. Cary Cox; Greenville;
864-918-1691
109A, mature pines, hdwds,
1500sf house, good hunting,
food plots, creek, $4000/A.
L Williamson; Bamberg;
803-894-3744
108A & 85A, Aiken Co Hwy 4
Kitchings Mill area, sell separate
or together, rd frtage, wooded,
open, $4000/A. Jean Weeks;
Greenville; 864-297-1739
15.31A, fenced, pasture, timber,
3bd/2bt, barn, sheds, 2 stock
ponds, S of Bishopville,
$189,888. Alice Fitzwater; Lee;
803-428-3803
152A WARE PLACE, near Hwy
25, 3750ft same side Woodville
Rd, partially wooded, rest wheat,
acre lake, $10,000/A. Louis
Batson; Greenville; 864-630-4310
WANt PAStuRE tO RENt,
for cattle in Abbeville or
Anderson Co, prefer near
Antreville, any acreage. Carroll
Moore; Abbeville; 864-933-2306
81.2A, Laurens Co, some timber,
5K/A; 60+A Edgefield Co,
farming, hunting, fishing, 6K/A,
more. John Morgan; Edgefield;
803-279-6744
134A, near Hwy 252, frtage on 3
rds, some pasture, 2 streams &
Turkey Creek, S&W avail,
$2495A. Susan Cork; Abbeville;
803-345-7454
82.1A FARM, 3mi off I-20, exit
39, 5 pastures, home, barn,
$5500/A. John Snelgrove;
Lexington; 803-513-9227
WANt tO LEASE, pasture for
cattle in Pickens Co, prefer
close to Clemson or Easley, will
fence. Steve Meadows; Pickens;
864-633-9970
WANt PAStuRE tO RENt,
50A or more, Abbeville/Anderson




pick your own, $7/gal, located
3mis of I-26 exit 129. Jim Ivey;
Calhoun; 803-874-4512
GOAt MILk, raw grade A, ½
gal, $7. Sam Stevens; Aiken;
803-645-5111
CHICk EGGS, fresh, $1.90 my
carton; $1.50 your carton. Samuel
Smith; Lexington; 803-356-0020
ORGANIC BLuEBERRIES,
you pick, $10/gal, $8/qt,
$4/pt, $16 pre-picked. Margaret
Stoddard; Laurens; 864-230-5968
FRESH GREEN PEANutS,







nurseries are defined as
those with sales of $5,000
or more per year.)
SCuPPERNONG VINES, lrg




Cherry Hedge & plum trees, all in
pots, $5ea. Hazel Bridges;
Greenville; 864-879-3384
POMEGRANAtES, turkey fig
trees, $8up. Cornelius Clark;
Berkeley; 843-761-2343
BANANA tREES, $15ea,




Tift Blue, $5.50. Elaine Nobles;
Pickens; 864-378-6251
Goats, Llamas & Sheep
ADGA REG NuBAIN GOAtS,
buck, B-4/10/11, $200; 2 bucklings,
B-3/1/14, $80ea. Peggy Frick;
Richland; 803-738-5690
NIGERIAN DWARF BILLY,
5m/o, good b'line, parents on site
& reg, disbudded, vac, $200.
Virginia McCall; Spartanburg;
803-665-9651
PYGMY NANNY, wht, healthy,
exposed to billy, $100; Pygmy
billy, B-7/6, $100, non-refundable
dep, $50, to hold until
weaned. Sandi Wade; Chester;
803-581-0519
ADGA REG NuBIAN GOAtS,
all either PB or AN, $2500 or will
trade. Katie Langdale; Fairfield;
803-718-8001
NIGERIAN DWARF WEtHER,
5w/o, bottle feed, disbudded, 1st
shots. $100. C Gulledge; Sumter;
803-983-8126
NIGERIAN DWARF CROSS,
2 billies, $65ea. Jane Blackwell;
Laurens; 864-861-2633
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BOER-kIkO CROSS GOAtS,
most are solid red; doelings,
$150, yearling does, $150; proven
does, $200. Alison Waddell;
Aiken; 803-593-7725
ADGA PB SAANEN, 3 bucklings,
B-4/14, shots, dis-budded, good
b'lines, $250ea; 3y/o Saanen/Nubian
buck, more, $150. Mark Roberts;
Spartanburg; 864-486-0927
DAIRY GOAtS, 2 PB Nubian
bucks, 1 Saanen/Nubian Cross
Buck, 1 PB Saanen Doe, in milk,
$150up, doe reg & bucks
eligible. Frana Hall; Lexington;
803-719-6414
BABYDOLL LAMBS, 1 blk M,








2 S AFRICAN BOER BuCkS,
6m/o, ABGA FB 100% reg,
$1500ea, out of Rey's The
Roof. Scott Nickles; Oconee;
864-642-5537
NuBIAN BuCk, FB, not reg,
y/o, B-5/1, from dairy stock,
$200. Pat West; Florence;
843-610-7096
DORPER RAM LAMBS,
ADSBS, $500ea, FB, blk
heads, 7m/o. Barney Gause;
Williamsburg; 843-356-1671
NZ GIkO BILLY GOAt, 2y/o,
200lbs, $150. Leonard Moore;
Union; 864-674-5648
½PYGMY NANNY, 8m/o,
$65. April Spigner; Clarendon;
803-410-1157
MIXED BOER & SPANISH
GOAtS, 6 M, $100ea; 3 F,
$125ea. Jack Fogle; Orangeburg;
803-331-6675
BOER BILLIES, Tarzan b'line,
$150up. Johnny Hickey;
Chesterfield; 843-537-7535
3 REG RAMS, w/papers, St
Croix sheep, $135, B-3/13/13,
9 ewes, proven, $2000. V Nelson;
Anderson; 864-296-5500
FB BOER GOAtS, bucks
B-12/13, w/USBGA reg app sires
by Gauge line bred buck, UTD
vac worming, $200ea. Wayne
Senn; Newberry; 803-321-0163
ALPACAS, variety of ages
& colors, breeding, fiber,
$300up; raw fleece, $15/lb up.
Juergen Kopp; Spartanburg;
864-680-9854
2 BABY MINI PYGMY
GOAtS, M, tame, not interbred,
$125ea. Jim Atkinson; Pickens;
864-506-9023
6 JACOB SHEEP, $900, 6m/o
ram w/4horns not reg, can be, 4
reg 2y/o ewes, 1 unreg 6m/o ewe,
all sheared. Susan Chewnng;
Colleton; 843-343-3665
AGS DWARF NIGERIAN, y/o
doe, $225. M Bolan; Richland;
864-494-7643
ADGA NIGERIAN GOAtS,
champion b'lines, wethers, bucks,
does, $100up. Holly Murray;
Aiken; 803-564-6107
NIGERIAN DWARF kIDS,
2F, sell as pair only, bottle
fed, $500.  Thomas Fallon;
Greenville; 864-616-0218
JACOB 4 HORNED SHEEP
LAMB, $100. Wayne Hahn;
Charleston; 843-693-2006
NIGERIAN DWARF GOAtS,
AGS reg, adult does, $250ea;
$450both. Grace Sprecher;
Dorchester; 843-696-5856
tuNIS RAM, herd sire 4y/o,
ram lambs, ewe lambs, gd
parasite resistance, wool & meat




rams, 2 wht, 1 red & wht, $200ea.
Benson Ray; Georgetown;
843-558-7360
kIkO, Kiko cross, $100up; PB
NZ Kiko, $200up. Bobby Page;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2501
DORPER EWES, reg PB wht,
$300ea. Rodger Holcombe;
Pickens; 864-878-4838
FB BOER BuCk, 5m/o,
healthy, tame, can be ABGA reg,
$300. Bill Walker; Greenwood;
864-746-6222
NIGERIAN DWARF kIDS,
blue eyed, ADGA reg, 2 buck-
lings, 2 doelings, $150 up. Robby
Leaphart; Saluda; 803-532-5505
BOER/NuBIAN GOAtS, 2
does in milk, give 1qt/day,
$200ea; pregnant by Nubian
buck. K Koven; Edgefield;
509-554-1862
BABY GOAtS, Briar w/Kiko,
billies, $70ea obo; nannies,
$90obo. Andrew Glick; Colleton;
843-217-7500
NuBIANS, yng M&F, older




disbudded; 1 Nigerian buckling,
brn/wht, more; Nigerian buckling,
more, $150ea. Conni Shumpert;
Lexington; 803-543-8759
REG FB DORPER RAM,
B-2/19, wormed, tail docked,
$600obo. Spencer Pegues;
Chesterfield; 203-605-5303
6 NANNIES, $135ea; 5 billies,
6m/o, $85ea. Wayne Burdette;
Anderson; 864-296-3496
9 ALPACAS, 6F, 3M, $2700all.
Stephen Snively; Lexington;
803-894-7985
uSBGA BILLIES, reg, B-1/14
correct color thick, ready to
go, $250ea. Bobby Norris;
Darlington; 843-206-2955
YNG F FAINtING GOAt, blk
w/wht star, $100; 2 pygmy
nannies, $50ea. Lloyd Gerhart;
Kershaw; 803-425-8796
REG NIGERIAN DWARF
GOAtS, doelings, matured does,
$300up; bucklings, $150up;
Lamancha buck, $300; more.
Mark Yonce; Spartanburg;
864-473-0253
DORPER FB & PB '14 LAMBS,
$400-800; Dorper cross, wool blk
lambs, $90-250. Stephen Gavel;
Beaufort; 843-819-5646
Hay & Grain
YEL SHELL CORN, $7/bag;
$50/barrel; feed oats, $8/bag,
$55/barrel. Melvin Barr; Pickens;
864-360-5176
'14 OAt StRAW, bright,
no rain, $3.50ea, can del;
'14 Combine Run Oats,
$4.50/bushel. Victor Smith;
Berkeley; 843-688-5353
OAtS, 55gal drum, $40; 40lb
bag, $8. Darnell Miller; Aiken;
803-657-5275
SHELLED CORN, $45/55gal
drum. David Sease; Newberry;
803-622-2957
SHELLED CORN, $40; oats,
$45; wheat, $40; grain Sorghum,




HQ, tight 5x4 net wrap, fert, lime,
no rain, $40. Tim Vickery;
Anderson; 864-940-1285
'14 WHEAt StRAW, $4/sq,
barn. Billy Gallman; Newberry;
803-276-7171




'14 GRASS HAY, 4x5 rnd
tight, no rain, $28ea; 10 or
more, $25   p-up; sq HQ coastal,
$6ea. Mike Wright; Pickens;
864-270-0560
'14 tIFtON 85 BERMuDA
HORSE HAY, limed, fert, $6,
sq del. Charlie Jackson; Aiken;
678-910-0561 
CB, yng tender, $5.50ea,
$50/rnd; wheat straw, $3.50ea;
can del. John Fogle; Orangeburg;
803-682-5974
'14 OAtS, your 55gal drum,
$35; $4.50/bu; '14 wheat,
your 55gal drum, $40; plastic
drums w/lids avail, $10 w/pur-





400 SQ BALES, '14 oats straw,
$3ea; 50 Fescue, $40ea; 50 Oats,
$50ea; all 5x5. H Stockman;
Newberry; 803-924-7878
'14 CB, 4x5, net wrap, fert,
limed, no weeds, barn, prem,
$60; prem sq CB, $7; '14 4x5
Fescue, $30; del/fee. John Snead;
Greenwood; 864-993-4839
'14 WHEAt StRAW, $3.25 sq;
'14 CB horse hay, EQ, $5; rnd,
$50, del avail. Steve Lowder;
Lee; 803-968-2288
ORCHARDGRASS HAY, GQ,
$5ea, 55# plus bales. Paul O'Dell;
Laurens; 864-861-2336
HORSE HAY, rnd, $60, del for
addl cost. Bobby Anderson;
Sumter; 803-494-3462
'14 HQ BERMuDA GRASS
HAY, w/o rain, barn, 4x5, $40ea,
at barn, $50 del w/50 mis of
Bishopville. Steve Hall; Lee;
803-486-4599
'14 COAStAL, HQ, big rnd





CB BALAGE, indiv wrap, GQ
cow hay, $45. Steve Miller;
Lexington; 803-917-5203
FESCuE, HQ, $4ea, barn,
$3.75ea for lots of 100 bales or
more. Albert Wolfe; Spartanburg;
864-472-8621
'14 CB, net wrap, barn, HQ, 4x5
rnd, $50ea, free del w/5+ bales
w/in 60 miles. Tom Smothers;
Barnwell; 803-300-7599
WHEAt StRAW, sm sq,
$3.25ea, tractor trl preferred. Kenley
Tyler; Marion; 843-458-3380
'14 tIFtON 85 BERMuDA,
sm sq, $6ea. Reed Edwards;
Laurens; 864-871-2575
'14 COAStAL, $45ea; Fescue,
$35; misc grass hay, $25ea; all
4x5. Michael Wise; Newberry;
803-271-4215
'14 CB, HQ 4x4½ rnd, $40-45;
'14 Fescue/Mixed Grass, CQ,
4x4½ rnd, $20-25; local del,
storage avail. Alan Stockman;
Newberry; 803-924-3732
CB, fert, lime, HQ, sq, $7; lrg
rnd, $60. Theresa Kirchner;
Aiken; 803-641-1476
WHEAt StRAW, sq, $3ea;
$3.50ea del. Johnny Porter;
Fairfield; 803-718-6291
'14 CB, 4x5 rnd, barn, no rain,
HQ, $50. Fred Crosby; Colleton;
843-562-2707




GRASS MIX, HQ, barn, no rain,
4x5 rnd, net wrap, $40; sq, $4.25;
late May cut. Tom Crates; York;
704-906-3546
'14 CB, 4x5, net wrap,
baled 6/28, $45. Carl Redcay;
Orangeburg; 803-378-0201
'14 CB, HQ 4x5 rnd, barn, no
rain, $55. Bill Fulmer; Lexington;
803-657-5487
EXC '14 HAY, sq, Fescue, $4;
CB, $5, no rain, fert, limed. Mike
Ketchie; Anderson; 864-296-4905
'14 CB, 4x5, horse hay, $45.
Carroll Harmon; Lexington;
803-359-3956
'14 BERMuDA, HQ, fert, sq,
$5 field; $6.50 barn; net wrap rnd,
$45 field; $50 barn, del/fee;
wheat straw, sq, $4. Joshua
Waters; Lexington; 803-429-6114
CB, 4x5 net wrap, cut & baled
10/13, $20ea. Joe Sherard;
Anderson; 864-314-3626
'14 BERMuDA, Tifton 9
Bahia, fresh cut, 4x5, $50.
Chuck Traxler; Dorchester;
843-200-4471
'14 CB, sq, $5.50; del,
$6.50, barn. Pete Soper; Aiken;
803-447-7784
'14 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
$50ea, free local del on 10-15/bls
in Pelion area. Terry King;
Lexington; 803-381-6177
CB, 700lb rnd, old, $20; new,
$40; old, shed kept, $30. Gene
Bolen; Barnwell; 803-266-4363
'13 CB, 4x4, $35. Ronald
Smoak; Barnwell; 803-259-2015
'14 MIXED GRASS, Fescue &
Bermuda, cut 7/15, net wrap,
$18ea; 10 or more, $15ea. Delmer
Plank; Laurens; 864-209-7863
'14 tIFtON 44, HQ sq, barn,
no rain, $5ea; '14 CB rnd, good
cow/goat hay, $25ea, del/fee.
William Shealy; Lexington;
803-513-3485
'14 COAStAL, HQ, sq, $6,
clean, limed & fert to Clemson
recommendations. Henry Glenn;
Fairfield; 803-730-4669
'14 LRG RND, CQ, $25, loaded
in field. Larry Fields; York;
803-389-4841
'14 CB, HQ, sq, $5.50; rye
straw, $3.50. Clayton Leaphart;
Lexington; 803-892-2642
'13 tIFtON 9 BAHIA, shed,
$20ea; '14, $30ea. Danny McAlhaney;
Bamberg; 803-245-9649
ALFALFA, sq, $9; Alfalfa rnd,
$80. Jackie Rogers; Spartanburg;
864-576-0736
Hogs & Pigs
3 POt BELLY PIGS, 2m/o,
2M, 1F, $50ea. Gene Hill;
Dorchester; 843-873-1972
Horses, Mules & Donkeys
Ads must include an
current unaltered legible
copy of a negative
Coggins, for equine six
months or older. Equine
under 6 months must state
the date of birth. Coggins
paperwork must be
resubmitted with ad for
each issue.
AQHA CHEStNut GELD,
17y/o, 14.2h, easy keeper, more,
$800; AQHA bay mare, 8y/o,
15h, more, green broke, $2000.
Debbie James; Georgetown;
843-240-6820
MCCuRDY MARE, 8y/o, trail
horse, $1200. Rocky Nettles;
Barnwell; 803-571-0092
B&W PAINt MARE, 7y/o,
15HH, blue eyes, healthy, sound,
S&W/neg, loves to trail ride,
$1000cash. Pamela Prather;
Aiken; 803-260-5361
DONkEY, jenny, choc, $200.
Ned Johnson; Greenwood;
864-543-3435
WHt MOLLY MuLE, 14y/o,
15h, rides good, good dispo,




Breed Conservancy reg, SC State
Heritage Horse, $2000, shots
UTD. Mary Sue Geiger; Calhoun;
803-707-4116
REG PALOMINO, QH,
B-2/23/01, Zippo b'line, recently
used for trail riding, easy going,
$2500, shown Western Pleasure.
Liz Lewis; Aiken; 803-617-8462
MINI COLtS, B-4/19, 5/3, 5/5,
5/30, $300ea. Judy Brooks;
Calhoun; 803-387-6900
'07 AQHA MARE, 15.1h, trail
horse, currently training for show
ring, UTD on farrier, shots &
current coggins, $4500. Dotty
Dasse; Aiken; 803-564-8720
PAINt MARE, QTR/TWH
cross, 5y/o, 14½hh, gentle, well
broke, no bad habits, more,
$1000; saddle bred mare, 4y/o,
more, $700. Charlie Barwick;
Williamsburg; 843-372-8922
REG MINI DONkEYS, 2 yng
jennies, B-7/28/13 & 8/4/13,
$650ea; jack, B-4/8/14, $400,
more. Mark Yonce; Spartanburg;
864-473-0253
Miscellaneous
CEDAR FENCE POSt, 7½ft,




load, $330/lrg load. Morris
Johnson; Kinards; 864-923-1670
275GAL FuEL/OIL tANk,
w/stand, 40+gal fuel oil,
$80. Leonard Pack; Chester;
803-581-6262
2H FRIEGHt WAGON,
w/3inW orig spoke whls, new
body in natural wood, new paint
on whls, $725, EC; more. Brenda
Isbell; Anderson; 864-225-5045
3PH BOOM POLE, $75; mule
drawn scoop pan, $50; new buggy
shafts, $300; JD 950 tractor seat,
$50; more. Bruce Smith;
Anderson; 864-261-8748
SEASONED OAk FIRE
WOOD, red, white, live oak,
$50/level medium  trunk bed, do
not deliver. Hutch Hutchison;
Colleton; 843-538-6846
SCOttS REAR tINE, 6hp,
18in tiller, $250; 250 containers,
molded fiber, green qt size,
$25. Richard Pierce; Pickens;
864-843-2584
REDWORMS, $27/1000; bed
run, $22/lb; LS swamp worms,
$32/1000; bed run, $27/lb, call for
ship chgs, stocked beds avail. T
Unger; Greenville; 864-299-1932
GRISt MILL, Meadows,
w/18in stones, complete, ready
to grind, incl fizt belt,





$500. Gus Kalmar; Lexington;
803-356-8461
MEtAL FENCE POStS, 60 @




EC, leather, $125firm. Kim
Walker; Edgefield; 803-275-0933
NuRSERY POtS, 15gal blk,
some new, 4K, GC, $2ea. M
Wiley; York; 803-517-9585
GENERAtOR, 6000W, $350;
Huskie tiller, $500; Murray lawn-
mower, $450; Craftsman tiller,
$200, all EC, more. Larry Spotts;
Newberry; 803-364-3060
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CEDAR SPLIt RAIL FENCE,
1 mile L, 5 rails H, 20pcs/stack,
12ftL, $300/stack. Jeremy
Lindler; Richland; 803-518-2168
36IN BuCkEt, to fit Cat 416







w/Tecumseh eng, GC, $600. Sue
Queen; Lexington; 803-394-8668
CHOICE REDWORMS,
$6/100, $25/500, cash. James
Chavis; Florence; 843-659-2792
INCuBAtOR, GQF md 1502
sportsman, GQF md 1550
hatcher, both LN, holds 1250
quail eggs or 360 chicken eggs,
$400ea, $700both. John Steele;
Lexington; 803-892-5210
COVERED WAGON, $2150obo.
V Nelson; Anderson; 864-296-5500
6 DIAMOND tYPE BELtS,
for 430 or 435 JD rnd baler, 4
531inL, 2 525inL, used, GC,
$150ea. Terry Staggs; Greenville;
864-468-4381
GERMINAtION MAt, single
tray w/thermostat, EC, 2y/o,




used, $320. Jimmie Rivers;
Chesterfield; 843-634-6849
BLk NuRSERY POtS, 1gal,
5¢; 2gal, 15¢; 3gal, 30¢. Kathryn
Hall; Kershaw; 803-629-7435
CAGES, for chicken, quail,
pigeon, rabbit, 30inx24inx24inT,
$28, 14gauge welded wire,
new, more. Michael Padgett;
Lexington; 803-892-2756
SCOOP PAN, horse drawn, GC,




Buck-n-Rolls, breast collar, 16in,
rough out, GC, $2500. Greenville;
864-313-4307
15IN BILLY COOk SADDLE,




tractor trl loads, hauled w/40 mis
of Newberry, $900/load. Michael
Wise; Newberry; 803-271-4215
OutSIDE RABBIt CAGES,




$1.50ea, $50 minimum purchase,




dsl, 20hrs ea, $25,000ea. Gene
Fickling; Barnwell; 803-259-8588
PEtROLEuM StORAGE
tANk, gas, dsl, 10,000gal,
GC, $3000. Jerrel Sansbury;
Darlington; 843-393-2555
1H WAGON, orig type wheels,
new paint, spring seat, brakes
completely restored, $975. Harry
Isbell; Anderson; 864-617-2627
55GAL OR 35GAL DRuM
DOLLY, holds 1000lbs, $200;
earthquake auger, 8in &
4in bits, $300. Ronnie James;
Chesterfield; 843-601-2950
tRL tIRE, ST235/85R16, LN,
$100. Rex Newman; Lexington;
803-530-3800
DAISY P300, paddle drinking
bowl, for pigs, nvr used,
$35. Billy Gallman; Newberry;
803-276-7171
DSL FuEL tANkS,
100-280gal, oval & rnd
w/stand, $100ea. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-427-4419
OLD SuLkY, needs shafts,
tires, single tree, from Bay
Meadows racetrack, $50, metal
frame. Kim Walker; Edgefield;
803-275-0933
SAuSAGE StuFFER/LARD
PRESS, 6-8qtr, $300obf; cole
planters, 2 seeder, mule pull,
$300obf; band saw, $300obf.
Russell Jordan; Colleton;
843-866-7633
1-2H WAGON, fully restored,








28x95 w/frame, fans, heater,
Carolina cooler, elec, you
take down, $3000firm. Charles
Layton; Saluda; 864-910-0135
LuMBER, blk walnut, maple,
hickory & wht pine, log lengths
up to 11ft, cut to your
specs. Steve Jones; Spartanburg;
864-583-7027
EARtHWAY GARDEN
SEEDER, w/5 seed plates,
$75. Joseph Brandt; Anderson;
864-221-4219
'05 JD L111 LAWN tRACtOR,
auto, 42in cut, 20hp B&S engine,
90hrs, y/o battery, EC, $925.
Margaret Gray; Lexington;
803-345-1932
2 ALuM tOOL BOXES,
Husky & Challenger, VGC,
$150ea, or $250obo both; 200
amp elec pole, $150obo. Ed
Lowther; Jasper; 843-726-8373
StEELMAStERS BLDGS,
25x30 w/1 end-wall, more,
$4200; 35x44 partially assembled




Brown's Mule model by
Cupples Co, good working cond,
$150. Tony Hawkins; Aiken;
803-642-2824
10 FRAME BEEHIVE,
w/frames bottom board, shallow
super w/frames inner cover,
top cover, more, $60ea.
Phillip Marlow; Spartanburg;
864-978-8982
REDWORMS, bed run, $22/lb;
worm castings, $1.80/lb, call for
ship price. Ernie Vaughn;
Pickens; 864-650-7780
COOL CELLS, for poultry
houses, Kuul pads, 6inx12inx72in,
used $7ea. Hugo Ruiz; Orangeburg;
803-682-2374
H DRAWN WAGON, w/rubber
tires, hyd brakes, shafts for 1H,
pole to convert to 2H wagon, w/2
sets of harnesses, $1100. Tommy
Mills; Fairfield; 803-581-0178
LuMBER, 2x4, 25¢; 2x6, 35¢;
2.8, 50¢; 1x4, 14¢; 1x6, 28¢; 1x8,
40¢; 1x10, 60¢; 1x12, 80¢; all lin
ft. Mark Miller; Georgetown;
843-240-2306
MItM 3004, elect hot water
washer/steam cleaner, kerosene
burner, VGC, 3000psi, $2500.
David Wilson; Greenville;
864-303-3286
tRuCk BED, steel frame,
wood floor, 4x8, $200; 18in




padded custom made rawhide, all
rigging, LN, GC, $275. Morris
Douglas; Fairfield; 803-397-4280
17IN BuCkEt, for Ditch
Witch, $275obo; 1000lbs
platform scale, $115; Earthway
garden planter, w/fert hopper,
$70, more. Harold Landers;
Pickens; 864-704-6305
JACOBSON tuRF CAt 2,
17hp Kubota dsl, runs good, good
hyd system, $1000. Wayne Hahn;
Charleston; 843-693-2006
WOOD SPLIttER, 20ton cyl,
5hp B/S motor, $900firm. A
Logan; Calhoun; 803-874-3793
2 MEAt GRINDERS, ½hp elec
w/stuffing tubes, $150ea. Ray
Fields; Aiken; 603-546-3892
HuSkEE, 22ton 6½hp B&S log
splitter, GC, $500firm. Phillip
Vause; Lexington; 803-920-7396
CHARIOt, new, w/77in shafts,
$400; Sta-rite dhj-170 centrifugal
pump, GC, LN, w/intake line &
floater, $450. Tiffany Curry;
Lexington; 803-603-5318
HENRY MILkER, for goats,
used 1x, $75. Gerald McMahon;
Fairfield; 803-429-2861
CROSS tIES, $3 usable; 16 or
more, $8 premium, $6 quality,




6x10, $40ea. Jimmy Forrest;
Saluda; 803-685-7735
RADIAL ARM SAW,
Craftsman 10in, on table,
extra blades, EC, $175cash.
Thomas Luketich; Lexington;
803-957-0706
4X4X7 POLES, fence wire, 3
bunk feeders, hay ring, 3 100gal
troughs, various sized gates,
$1500all. Levern Epps; Lee;
803-236-4437
RND CEDAR POStS, cut to
var sizes, 4-10in dia, 6-12ftL,
$6-12ea, depend on size; also cut
4x4. Douglass Britt; McCormick;
864-391-3334
28IN SNAPPER HI-VAC, riding




REESE 5tH WHEEL HItCH




leather, horse size, Smuckers
brand, $183; standard brand,
$139; leather breeching, more,
$67. John Slingerland; York;
803-222-2071
uSED Z-BAR MEtAL
JOIStS, 30ftL, $40ea; used alum
roofing, $5/ sheet; 55gal steel
drums, $15ea. Hack Bartley;
Greenwood; 864-229-1032
CIRCLE Y SHOW SADDLE,
15.5in, suede seat, EC, built on
Arab tree, more, $800; Country
Marathon Oak Cart, more,
$1295. Donna Pushic; Kershaw;
803-446-2497
36IN BOX FANS, $150ea;
Plasson waterers, $1ea;
Choretime feed lines, lubing
nipple lines, EC, $5, you take
down. Jacky Whitaker; York;
803-925-2129
5Ft MEtAL FLAt BELt
PuLLEY, $250; 2 metal flat belt
pulleys, $150ea; farm platform
scales, on whls, $200; more.
C Woodfin; Spartanburg;
864-316-4717
tRACtOR AuGER BIt, 2in
bit, 7in dia x 4ftL, $10; tin, V5
crimp, 24inW, 50 sheets, 21ftL,
20 sheets, 12ftL, 25¢/ft; more
James Campbell; Richland;
803-206-2163
'74 FA CuB MOtOR, runs
good, $1050; gourds, lrg, uncut,
$3; hang ready, $3.50. R Yonce;
Aiken; 803-685-7240
HONEY BEES, 9 hives, new
queens, screened bottom, other
equip, empty supers, frames,
foundations, $900 for all;
more. Tom Young; Laurens;
864-630-0937
DELuXE tABLE SAW, Sears








more. Bill Jeffcoat; Lexington;
803-794-3062
MEtAL 55GAL, open top w/lid
& rings, $20ea; 35 & 55gal
plastic, solid tops, $12ea; 15gal
open top, w/lids $ handles,
$15ea. Philip Poole; Union;
864-427-1589
CHICkEN LIttER, 16ft
spreader truck load, $200.
Don Bowman; Anderson;
864-617-7253
FuEL tANkS, 280gal, $100;
500gal w/hand pump, $250;
1000gal, $500; rolling motor
hoist, $200; hyd cyls, $75-175;






nurseries are defined as
those with sales of $5,000
or more per year.)
CRAPE MYRtLE, Carolina
Beauty red, bare root, 3-5ft T,
$10ea; 6-9ftT, $20ea. W Hill;
Aiken; 803-652-2373
CRIMuM LILIES, dk rose,
wht w/pink stripes, $5; 5ft
banana tree, pink bloom, $10,
Philippine lily, $1, you dig.
Milbrum Bachman; Lexington;
803-794-2963
GOLDEN RAIN tREE, $9;
Eucalyptus tree, Crepe Myrtle,
Jap maple, Liriope clumps, $5; 6ft
maple tree, $12, Simpsonville. D
Laico; Greenville; 864-963-1804
MONkEY GRASS, aka
Liriope, Hosta, 4in pot, $2ea. W
Ellenburg; Pickens; 864-855-2565
A tRuMPEtS, $1ea; crinum,
$; Shasta daisy, $6; roses, $3-10;
sea oats, $5-11; canas, $1,
call for ship. J Fuller; Laurens;
864-682-5752
CRAPE MYRtLES, 20 varieties,
$3up; more. Janice Myers;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2001
JAP MAPLES, 30 varieties,
dwarf & dissectums lace leafs,
3-25gal, $35up. Mike Britton;
Edgefield; 803-278-1468
70 RED ROCkEt CRAPE
MYRtLES, 15gal, $19ea;
quantity disc, $200 min purchase,
50/$700. Betsy Johnson; York;
704-507-3673
LEYLAND CYPRESS, 3gal,
$4; Persimmon, $2; Jap
Maple, $5-20; Kwanzan cherry,
China fir, Magnolia, $5-15;
more. Hazel Bridges; Greenville;
864-879-3384
140 OE BOXWOODS, $6ea,
40 Magnolia trees, 3gal,
$8ea. Paul Jones; Spartanburg;
864-978-0617
AZALEAS, Abelia's, Butterfly
bushes, Hollies, Ligustrum, Blk
Elephant ear, Snow Fairy, Rose of
Sharon 3gal/$6, more, no ship.
Kathryn Hall. 803-629-7435
YEL JESSAMINE, $4ea PP;
green border grass, 3/$1,
no ship. S Pound; Lexington;
803-794-3128
RED BuCkEYES, 150 1gal
Aesculus Pavia, native plant, red
blooms, $10ea; disc w/lrg













$8; elephant ears, $8up; lantana,
$2ea; purple Mex petunia,




Green Giant Arborvitae, Crape
Myrtles, all colors, Fragrant
Osmanthus, more, $3.75; more.
Elaine Nobles; Pickens;
864-378-6251
CANNA BuLBS, President red,
pink w/green leaf, rose w/wine
leaf, Bengal tiger, $1ea, $10/dz,




ages, $6-15; OE bantam chicks,




$5ea. Adell Dailey; Richland;
803-361-7978
StANDARD BRONZE,
heritage breed, Toms, 1y/o,
$35ea; Khaki Campbell, 1y/o, M
ducks, $15ea. Jodie Cromer;
Saluda; 803-480-2454
RIR CHICkS, $1ea; Buff Orph
chicks, $1.50ea. Geraldine
Ricard; Lexington; 803-409-9670
GuINEA kEEtS, $3ea. Donald
Ruff; Abbeville; 864-446-3230
tuRkEY PuLLEtS, $25ea;
Blue slate, Narragansett, bourbon
red, royal palm, 5 eastern
wild turkeys, more, $40firm.
Hutch Hutchison; Colleton;
843-538-6846





kEEtS, 6w/o, $5ea. George
Bower; Lexington; 803-359-9880
GuINEAS, 4 M, y/o, pearl,
$9ea. Bill McGinn; Oconee;
803-242-6639
GuINEAS kEEtS, $4; Red
Golden chicks, $15; Lady
Amherst chicks, $15; Blk
Shoulder Pea chicks, $30; wht
Pea chicks, $40. Tammy Martin;
Marion; 843-260-3620
PHEASANtS, Lady Amhearst,
Red, Yellow & Peach Golden,
Elliotts, grey jungle fowl, $40up;
OE bantams, more, $8ea.
Albert Woodberry; Georgetown;
843-558-2009
BARN PIGEONS, $2ea; Wht
Messenger pigeons, $5ea; Ring
Neck Doves, wht & cinnamon,
$5ea. H Lengers; Lancaster;
714-614-3012
4 ROOStERS, Blk Cooper
Maran, $10ea, $35 if all taken,
4-6w/o. Wayne Haselden; York;
803-325-1087
5 MALLARD DuCkS, '14
hatch, $7ea. Sammy Sanders;
Lexington; 803-240-8515
SNOWY CALL DuCkS,
$35/pr; trio, $50. Barney Gause;
Williamsburg; 843-356-1671
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PuRE GAMECOCkS, 4m/o,
chickens, $6ea. Marie Lester;
Lexington; 803-657-6407
QuAIL, Coturnix, BW, Texas




Blk-Shld and other colors,
$25ea. Stacy Smith; Laurens;
864-876-3647
RIR ROOStERS, 5m/O, $8ea;




2y/o, laying, M/F prs,
$200/pr. Tammy Hodge; Sumter;
803-983-5041
BOuRBON RED tuRkEYS,
5m/o, $25-30ea; Golden Comet
roosters, $7ea. Louis Norment;
Darlington; 843-319-7873




CHICkS, RIR & Barred Rocks,
$2. Thomas Fallon; Greenville;
864-616-0218
MALLARD DuCkS, 3m/o,
drakes, $10ea; breeding prs,
$25ea. Jack Addison; Colleton;
843-635-5463
Y/O PEACOCkS, $65ea;
mixed bantams, $15pr; roosters,












Browns, Tuxedos, Texas A&M,
$1up; eggs avail, $30/100. Timmy
Mack; Lexington; 803-917-5047
CHICkENS, chicks, brn egg




PEA CHICkS, hatching off,
blue, $25; wht, $40; wht, pied,
$40, 1-10w/o. Harvey Ammons;
Chester; 803-899-0268
JuBILEE ORPINGtONS,
chicks, $10up; grown, $40up;
Mille Flue OE, chicks, $2.50up;
$15/prs, trios/$25; roosters,
$8up. Tim Boozer; Newberry;
803-924-3922
PEA FOWL, Pheasant, M Dk
Throats, M Yel Golden, 16m/o,
full color, $30up or trade for F;
pea fowl, $50up. Ernest Phillips;
Richland; 803-394-3983
PEACHICkS, Indian Blue,




POuLtS, diff ages, $15ea;
quantity disc. Richard Gates;
Newberry; 803-201-0380
Y/O HENS, pullets, $8ea; mixed
bantams, $7ea;  Coturnix quail,
$3ea; lrg roosters, mixed color
homers, $10ea. Thomas Waters;
Colleton; 843-696-6627
CHICkS, $1ea; straight run
50-60% hens, Golden Comet,
Sex Link, Blk Giants, RIR,
Australorp, Bard Rock, more.
Andrew Glick; Colleton;
843-217-7500




Grey, Brunner, Whitehackle, Red
Fox, McRae, Sweater, Miner
Blue, $120ea. Rex Bumgarner;
Lexington; 803-331-0269
20 CHICkENS, hens &
roosters, $100all. Gwen Riner;
Sumter; 803-481-9414
175 GSL PuLLEtS, 8w/o,
$6.50ea; 50 Guineas, 6w/o, mostly
wht, $5ea. Mac McClendon;
Colleton; 843-835-5050
RACING HOMERS, mixed
colors, $4ea. Bill Buford;
Newberry; 803-276-2895
9 ASSORtED LAYING HENS,
4 naked necks, brn eggs; mixed




ROLLER PIGEONS, $8ea, blk
majestic pheasants, $25ea;
Ringneck pheasants, Muscovy
ducks, $4up. William Claxton;
Colleton; 843-909-4285
BOBWHItE QuAIL, day old,











S/L Wyandottes, 1m/o & up,
$2-5ea; roosters & hens, $7ea;




H-2/24, 2 groups of 5 consisting of 4
hens & rooster, 250-320 eggs/yr,




grown, $25pr; OE Bantam
chickens, grown roosters, BB




PEACOCkS, $25; 1 wht baby
peacock, $35. Edward Graham;
Edgefield; 803-279-5365
WHt ROCk ROOStERS, y/o,
$10ea. Lowell Hamilton; Chester;
803-581-0937
SILVER PENCILED ROCk
CHICkENS, rooster & hen,
21w/o, $40pr. Larry Griffin;
Orangeburg; 803-897-2925
WHt FANtAIL PIGEONS,
y/o, $8ea. Larry Gunter;
Lexington; 803-532-7394
BLk SILkIE PR, $15;
Ameraucana hen, $10obo, 4 wht
hens, laying daily, $7ea;
blk 14w/o chicks, more, $5-7ea
obo all. Kim Black; Saluda;
864-445-3945
BuFF ORPINGtONS, 8w/o,
$3ea. Vivian Hickman; Florence;
843-389-7372
GOLDEN COMEtS, 9 laying
hens, rooster, $100 all. Todd
Whitaker; York; 803-230-2843
YNG MuSCOVIES, $5up; yng
gold & Amherst, $35/pr; yng bl
shoulder peafowl, $40up; doves,
$15/pr; more. Lloyd Gerhart;
Kershaw; 803-425-8796
RI REDS, Blk Australorps,
3m/o, $7ea. Randy Maddox;
Lexington; 803-917-8384
PLYMOutH BARRED ROCk
HENS, 9m/o, $10ea. Becky
Padgett; Lexington; 803-586-0316
RED StAR, 2y/o layer hens,
healthy, pasture raised, good
egg size, $10ea; 5-10 @ $8ea;
10+, @$5ea. Steve McCannon;
Anderson; 864-505-4069
GuINEA, $4ea&up; game
shorty, kelso, blk roundhead,
$10ea&up; grown game hens,
$25&up; stags & cocks,




colors, $15. Virginia McCall;
Spartanburg; 803-665-9651
AMER CHINCHILLA
SILVER FOX CROSS, 12w/o,
M/F, breeders, pets, or meat,
$15ea. Alison Waddell; Aiken;
803-593-7725
NZ & CA MIX, 7w/o, $6ea.
Geraldine Ricard; Lexington;
803-409-9670




PB & pedigree, breeding
stock on site, $30up.
David Gravelin; Dorchester;
843-291-2610
NZ, CA, Cross, meat or pets,
$8ea, 4/$25. Blake Senn;
Newberry; 803-940-1169
SILVER FOXES, 1 choc buck,
1 blk doe, unrelated pr, $65/pr,
may trade for Eng Angora doe.
Grace Sprecher; Dorchester;
843-696-5856
NZ, MO Cottontails, meat,
any size, all colors, $8.
Roger Graham; Florence;
843-657-2760
DutCH, NZ, does & bucks,
$12ea; 2/$20. Step Ruiz;
Orangeburg; 803-747-2289
BuNNIES, $10, all sizes, CA,




B-5/30, 2 grey M, 1 wht M,









Levern Epps; Lee; 803-236-4437
NZ WHt, Mini Rex, 8w/o,
$10; brn & wht spotted




NZ, $10up. Jim Roach; Richland;
803-776-7342
Ratites
EMuS, 3y/o F, tame, friendly,
$200. Joe Calwise; Laurens;
864-998-3405
Sales
AuCtION, ea Sat, 11am,




& 3rd Fri of ea mon, farm/animal
items, 6pm; animals, 7pm,
www.dixiestockyard.com. Phil
Grant; Chester; 803-329-3684
SM ANIMAL SALE, ea Tues,
7pm, Double H Livestock,
Pelzer. Phil Hiott; Anderson;
864-617-5454
CAtHCARt AuCtION,
10am, sm animal 2nd/4th Sat ea
mon, poultry, animal related &
farm equip, 140 Buffalo Creek
Ranch Rd. Carol Cathcart; Union;
864-427-9202
H&S StOCkYARD SALE,
2 & 4 Sat of ea, 10am, misc,
livestock, poultry. Hallman Sease;
Bamberg; 803-730-7101
CLAXtON'S AuCtION, ea
Sat 11am, cows, hogs, sheep,
goats, equine, poultry, sm




Ads must be accompanied
by a copy of a current
Seed Lab test.
CLAY PEAS, $35/bag, P-97.29%,
G-75%, D/HS-10%, D/HS&G-
85%, OCS-0.67%, IM-2.03%, WS-





drum, $15/5gal bag. Jeffrey
Anderson; Richland; 803-446-8054
RYE SEED, G-89%, D/HS-0%,
D/HS&G-89%, $12/bushel. Clayton
Leaphart; Lexington; 803-892-2642
Wanted - Farm Equipment
SHELL CORN, bagging equip.
Buddy Hiers; Hampton; 803-943-6609
uNWANtED FARM EQuIP,
working or not. David Swallow;
Kershaw; 803-572-2049
MOtOR, for FA cub tractor, or
will buy complete tractor for
parts; any mule driven plows or
planters. R Long; Newberry;
803-924-9039
CAttLE tRL, 16ft, factory
built, BP, dual axles, lights, elec
brakes, swing out gates, center
gate. John Gossett; York;
803-222-7786
COLE PLANtER PLAtES,
for mule drawn planter. C Gibbs;
Spartanburg; 864-594-9525
FRt END LDR, for JD 2840,
can use JD 148, 158 or 265 ldr;
sm skid steer, prefer Ford/NH,
will consider other makes. Terry
Staggs; Greenville; 864-468-4381
JD 7400, or 6400 series tractor,
cab w/air, looking for 4x4 or 2wd,
<3000hrs. Victor Smith; Berkeley;
843-688-5353
SM PtO DRIVEN tILLER,
for garden tractor, 42in. Betsy
Johnson; York; 704-507-3673
SM INDuStRIAL tRACtOR,
30-40hp older model w/shuttle
shift & frt end ldr w/3ph,
reasonable. Otto McCarty; Aiken;
803-645-1940
uSED PALLEt FORkS,
compatible to Woods 1020 ldr.
Larry Fields; York; 803-389-4841
INJECtION PuMP, for '80 Int
484 3 cyl, Bosch pump #
0460303144. Terry Anthony;
Anderson; 864-414-9678
FARM IMPLEMENt, turf tire,
size 11.25-28. Kenneth Beason;
Orangeburg; 803-614-1684
JD 918 GRAIN HEADER
PLAtFORM. Joey Greene;
Aiken; 803-646-3591
215 FLEX HEADER, GC, for
4400 JD combine. Wallace
Vassar; Greenville; 706-436-2664
Wanted - Hay
CLEAN SEED OAtS. Carroll
Moore; Abbeville; 864-933-2306
FREE HAY, good, no mold,
Fescue, rye, wheat, oat straw, or
mixed hay, feed & wood shavings,





goats, mini-donkeys, pigs, cattle,
can p-up. David Swallow;
Kershaw; 803-572-2049
10-30 GuINEA kEEtS, breed
does not matter. Thomas Waters;
Colleton; 843-696-6627
MuLE, w/harness exper, mature,





ducks, cows, goose, geese, etc,
will p/up. Mozelle Jones;
Richland; 803-403-4292
BRItISH WHt CAttLE. Tom
Horsley; Laurens; 864-876-2601
BEEF CAttLE, cows, calves,
bulls, whole herds. Brian Gibert;
Greenwood; 864-980-6408
WHOLE HERDS, cows, calves
or bulls. Josh Brown; Saluda;
864-910-5378
FREE uNWANtED
LIVEStOCk, goats, cattle, pigs,
mules, no horses, chickens or
jacks, can p/up. William Knopf;
Chester; 803-482-3891
YNG PRS, or bred heifers. Hack
Bartley; Greenwood; 864-229-1032
FREE uNWANtED FARM
ANIMALS, goats, cows, sheep,
emus, pigs, chickens, donkeys,
etc, will p-up. Joe Calwise;
Laurens; 864-998-3405
FREE uNWANtED POuLtRY,




PR. Wayne Howell; Spartanburg;
864-529-7093
2GRAY BRAHMAN HEIFERS,
12-18m/o, w/or w/out papers;
2 Reg Blk Ang heifers 12-18m/o
w/papers. Jerry Carpenter; York;
803-627-1225
F ADuLt MANDARIN DuCk,




ItEMS, lumber, tin, blocks,
fence post, fence wire, feeders,
water troughs, more, will p-up.
David Swallow; Kershaw;
803-572-2049
PINE SAW tIMBER, pine
pulpwood, hdwd, cut sm or lrg
tracts, 8A or more. H Yonce;
Edgefield; 803-275-2091
BLkSMItH ANVILS, wash
pots, farm/brass bells, hand crank
corn sheller, 700lb hanging cotton
scales. R Long; Newberry;
803-924-9039
uSED BEE FOuNDAtION
MILL MANuAL, or elec.  Charles
Arndt; Fairfield; 803-337-8194
PuPLWOOD SAW tIMBER,
hdwd, pine, all types of thinning
or clear cut, pay top prices,
upstate counties. Tim Morgan;
Greenville; 864-420-0251
tIMBER/PuLPWOOD, timber
procurement, forestry services for
upstate co, top $ paid for your
forest products, more. Steven
Smith; Greenville; 864-517-3620
WOODEN PRODuCE
CRAtES, w/Gibson or Johnston
SC, printed on end. Bill Gibson;
Edgefield; 803-480-1104
tP BuY, pine/hdwd timber,
pulpwood, thinning pulpwood.
Milton Whitt; Aiken; 803-663-3418
FREE RND PEN PANELS,
stall mats, gates, concrete mix,
2x4, 2x6 wood, posts, split rail
fence, plywood, to help rescued
horses. Trecia Brown; York;
803-230-6778
BEE BALM, Yarrow Milk Weed
Asters. J Boatwright; Chesterfield;
843-623-5940
2 REAR tRACtOR tIRES,
11.2x24 or 10.00x24, in GC. Ray
Fields; Aiken; 603-546-3892
RIFE RAM PuMP, model 15
or just the base to the pump, a
model 20 would be fine. John
Johnson; Pickens; 864-616-0011
100LB ANVIL, or larger, old farm
bell, hand crank corn sheller. L
Gunter; Lexington; 803-532-7394
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100 Years
of Extension
continued from page 1
Extension Homemakers
taught classes in everything
from sewing and quilting to
canning and preserving foods,
cooking, setting up budgets,
and almost any skill a
homemaker needed to keep
her family running smoothly.
Blanche would tell you
that I probably should have
taken some of those classes. If
any homemaker ever had a
question or a problem, she
could call the Orangeburg
office for a quick answer—or
even get a home visit.
Now for some Extension
history:  it was the Smith-Lever
Act of 1914 that created
Cooperative Extension Service,
defined as “a state-by-state
national network of educators
who extend university-based
knowledge to the people.”
South Carolina was an early
leader. In fact, the “Clemson
Model” of Extension became
the basis for the Smith-Lever
Act, authored by Georgia
Senator Michael Hoke
Smith and South Carolina
Representative A. Frank Lever.
Lever, a Clemson Life
Trustee, was devoted to the
needs of agriculture and
farming interests. Born in 1875
in Lexington County, he
graduated from Newberry
College, then received his
bachelor of laws from
Georgetown University in 1899.
In 1901, he was elected to the
U.S. Congress. He chaired the
House Agriculture Committee
from 1910-1919, served as a
member of the Federal Farm
Board, and organized the First
Carolina Joint Stock Land
Bank.
Lever and Senator E.D.
“Cotton Ed” Smith co-authored
the Cotton Futures Act. Lever
also helped formulate the
Federal Farm Loan act of
1916, which was the
forerunner of the Farm Credit
Administration.
He is best remembered for
the Smith-Lever Act of 1914,
which established Extension
services at state agricultural
colleges to aid the farmer
with new techniques of
farming. The Smith-Lever Act
helped transform the face of
agriculture from 19th century
modes to more modern and
scientific 20th century methods
of farming.
Cooperative Extension was
designed as a partnership of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
and the land-grant universities
to give “useful and practical
information on subjects
relating to agriculture, home
economics, and rural energy”
and to impart information
through demonstrations,
publications, and otherwise. It
has certainly met those
expectations.
We hope Extension will be
around for another 100 years!
The South Carolina Forestry Commission is now
taking orders for seedlings for the winter planting
season.
The complete catalog and a printable order form
can be found online at http://trees.sc.gov/nur.htm.
The new edition features enhanced product
descriptions and new artwork depicting seasonal
appearances in drawings by Texas artist Robert
O'Brien.  
Additionally, Seedling Price Guides with
quick-order forms are available at most SC Forestry
Commission offices statewide.
From the mountains to the coast, landowners and
forestry professionals will be happy to learn
that their Forestry Commission now has its
fastest-growing loblolly pine seedlings in containers
for improved survival and early growth after
planting. This stock has been developed
specifically for South Carolina's regional climates
and soils.  Customers can order with confidence as
they have our agency foresters on hand to assist
them in their forestland management goals.
For the 2014-2015 planting season, 17 softwood
and 14 hardwood and other plant selections
are available. Seven of these products are now
available in containers.
Seedling orders can be placed by mail: S.C.
Forestry Commission, P.O. Box 21707, Columbia,
SC 29221 or fax: 803-275-5227
Seedlings can be delivered via UPS or be picked
up at Taylor Nursery, 53 Girl Scout Camp Rd.,
Trenton.  For more information, call Taylor Nursery
at 803-275-3578.
The South Carolina Forestry Commission has
been providing healthy and dependable tree
seedlings since 1928 and takes great pride in its
role in establishing the valuable forest resource our
state has today.  Landowners who plant seedlings
from the Forestry Commission are part of an
industry which supports 90,000 jobs in South
Carolina and impacts our state economy by
$17 billion annually. 




8/4-8 CAMP GERONIMO, 5-day horse camp tailored to the
students age & interests, GastonFarmEquestrianCenter.com.
Beth Gaston; Chester; 803-374-6255
8/12 FRuIt CANNING WORkSHOP, 6-8pm, at John Wesley
UM Church, 626 Savannah Hwy, Charleston, $30, register at
https:/shopping.clemson.edu. Gayle Williford; Charleston;
843-719-4140
8/15 GOAtS & SHEEP WORkSHOP, Hopkins Farm,
Simpsonville, health care, parasite control, $65/fee,
deadline 8/8. Lindsey Craig; Greenville; 864-878-1394,
ext 116
8/16 MONtHLY HORSE SHOW, 3rd Sat of month,
www.shahorseshows.com, Croft State Park, English,
jumping, Western, timed events. Heather Grow; Spartanburg;
864-384-0012
8/22-23 SANDY OAkS PRO RODEO, 8pm, gates open 6pm,
10 mis of Edgefield, Hwy 23, www.sandyoaksprorodeo.org.
Sandy Quarles; Edgefield; 803-637-5369
September
9/6 OPEN HORSE SHOW & VENDOR FAIR, gates open
9:30am, show starts 11am, concessions on grounds, more.
Beth Gaston; Chester; 803-374-6255
9/6 JAMS/JELLIES CANNING WORkSHOP, 10am-12pm
hands-on workshop, at Carolina Harvest, 978 S Live Oak Dr, Hwy
17-A, Moncks Corner, register at https://shopping.clemson.edu,
cost: $30. Gayle Williford; Berkeley; 843-719-4140
9/20 MONtHLY HORSE SHOW, 3rd Sat of month,
www.shahorseshows.com, Croft State Park, English, jumping,
Western, timed events. Heather Grow; Spartanburg; 864-384-0012
9/20 RuBY JEWEL CItY JuBILEE, 9am, Main St, Ruby.
Viola Outen; Chesterfield; 843-634-5536
9/25-28 10 YRS WHEM StAtEWIDE RIDE, Lakeview
Plantation, Fairfax, current coggins, begins Fri evening, more.
Roxie Williamson; Allendale; 803-240-3979
9/30-10-5 SC FOOtHILLS HERItAGE FAIR, Hwy 123,
Westminster, www.carolinafoothillsheritagefair.org/, livestock
shows, more. Melinda Harbin; Oconee; 864-723-0698
All equine must be accompanied by written proof of an approved negative test within the last 12 months for EIA when entering
any public assembly of  horses. These public assemblies include, but  are not limited to shows, fairs, organized trail rides, rodeos,
and other exhibitions as well as organized sales. Section 47-13-1315 and 1350 and 1370, SC Code of Laws.
Note: Clemson University’s Livestock-Poultry Health Division requires the following: All public equine auction/sales
must be permitted by Clemson University Livestock-Poultry Health and be in compliance with SC Law Section 47-11-20
and SC Regulation 27-1016-C. Contact CULPH at 803-788-2260 Ext. 231 for information. 
*Important: Please include a mailing address and phone number with each event notice you wish to include in the Market
Bulletin. All ads submitted will only be run twice. If you wish for your ad to appear in more than 2 issues, it must be resubmitted.
Peach Honey
New Ideas for Fresh Peaches
Fresh peaches are available at the State
Farmers Markets and at SC Certified roadside
stands all across the state.  Local peach
growers also have an abundance of fruit this
year.
The SC Peach Council would like to encourage
people to explore more ways to preserve
our state fruit, and to use it year round.  Many
consumers already can and freeze peaches,
so here is one other easy (and short) recipe
to pique interest in this luscious fruit.
Visit www.scpeach.org to see more great
recipes.
8 cups juice from fresh SC Grown peaches
Cover fresh peaches with water and cook slowly in
a covered saucepot until soft. Then put in a
cheesecloth bag and press to remove all juice. Drip
the juice through a jelly bag and measure. Place in
a saucepan and heat. When it boils vigorously, add 
4 cups sugar
sugar at the rate of half as much sugar as juice.
Boil rapidly until the consistency of honey. Pour
into hot jars, leaving ¼-inch headspace. Wipe jar
rims and adjust lids. Allow to process in a boiling







The summer meeting of
the S.C. Agricultural Council
will feature newly hired Dr.
Thomas Dobbins, Director of
Clemson University Cooperative
Extension Service, to speak on
the direction of Extension
programs in South Carolina.  The
meeting will be Aug. 14 at the
SC Farm Bureau Office in
Cayce.
Registration will begin at 11
a.m. with a catered lunch served
at 11:30.  The program will
begin at noon. Deadline for
advanced reservations of $10 for
SCAC members is Friday, Aug.
8. Registration at the door or
for non-members is $15 per
person. 
To pre-register or for more
information, contact SCAC
president Jackie Moore at
803-734-2200, jmoore@scda.sc.gov,
or Steve Slice at 803-806-3843,
S t e v e . S l i c e@sc . u s d a . gov,
or visit the South Carolina
Agricultural Council’s blog at
www.scagcouncil.wordpress.com.
Ruiz Foods Inc.
continued from page 1
Other local officials included
Sen. Hugh Leatherman, Mayor
Pro Tem Buddy Brand,
and Florence County Council
Chairman James Schofield.
All of them stated that
the Ruiz family are "our kind of
people."
CEO Rachel Cullen said
that demand for their food is
growing. "El Monterey is the
Number 1 brand of Mexican
frozen food in the country, which
is the reason we need
to increase our capacity."
She thanked the locals for their
support.
After an official ground-
breaking for the expansion, the
family invited the crowd to
sample their products, which
included El Monterey® burritos,
taquitos, tamales, and two
flavors of Tornados®. The
guests raved about the quality of
the food.
Asked about the potential for
using South Carolina produce,
executive vice president David
Auchterlonie replied, "That's one
of the reasons we chose this
location. We will be looking to
source local foods."
As a token of their commitment
to Florence, the Ruiz family
presented a check for $10,000 to
McLeod's Children's Hospital.
The company will initially
employ 300 people, with up
to 500 new jobs being created
as they add distribution lines.
